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Energy-efficient train driving is an important topic to railway undertak-
ings (RUs) for sustainability and cost reduction. The timetable affects the
possibilities for energy-efficient train driving by the amount of running
time supplements, which is the topic of energy-efficient train timetabling
(EETT). The scientific literature on EETT focuses mainly on the balance
between total running time and energy consumption. However, in practice
RUs consider a trade-off between the total running time, the infrastructure
occupation and the timetable robustness, while energy efficiency is not
considered. In this paper we consider a multiple-objective timetabling
problem at a microscopic infrastructure level that adds energy consump-
tion to the other three objectives. We approach the multiple-objective
problem by a brute force search algorithm, where we use two different
methods to compute the optimal solution: a weighted sum method and
a distance metric method. We apply the method to a Dutch case study
on the corridor between the stations Arnhem Central and Nijmegen with
alternating Intercity and Sprinter trains, without intermediate overtaking
possibilities. The results indicate that there is a balancing relationship
between the total running time and energy consumption, without influ-
encing the infrastructure occupation and robustness. The results of the 10
Pareto-optimal solutions show a variation of 5% for the total running time,
18% for the energy consumption, 0.3% for the extended cycle time, and
0.8% for the buffer time. The shortest running time leads to 18% more
energy consumption than the longest running time with 5% more running
time supplement. In both cases the extended cycle time and buffer time
are almost constant. On the other hand, reducing the infrastructure oc-
cupation leads to homogenization of the timetable. Therefore, including
energy consumption in the multiple-objective can be used to balance the
trade-off between total running time and capacity consumption.
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1. Introduction

Railway undertaking (RUs) try to minimize their energy consumption in order to reduce the CO2
emissions as well as to save money. One of the methods to reduce the energy consumption is to
apply an energy-efficient driving strategy by the train driver. Therefore, most literature is focused
on the optimization of driving strategies or determining algorithms for driver advisory systems
(DASs) (Panou et al., 2013) or automatic train operation (ATO) (Yin et al., 2017). A stream of
research is focused on the energy-efficient train control (EETC) driving strategy that minimizes the
total traction energy consumption of a train, see Yang et al. (2016) and Scheepmaker et al. (2017)
for overviews on this topic. However, the possibilities for the train to apply the EETC driving
strategy depend on the running time supplements in the timetable (Scheepmaker and Goverde,
2015). Therefore, another stream of research is focused on the topic of energy-efficient train
timetabling (EETT), that aims to incorporate the EETC driving strategy into the timetable design
(Scheepmaker et al., 2017). Research on EETT can be classified into two groups: the first group
is focused on synchronizing accelerating and regenerative braking trains, while the second group
is focused to determine the optimal amount and distribution of the running time supplements.
Regenerative braking can be applied by modern electric trains in which the train uses the engine
to brake (generator) and to convert kinetic energy into electricity. This electricity can be fed back
over the catenary to surrounding accelerating trains. Examples of research on synchronization of
accelerating and regenerative braking trains can be found in Albrecht (2004), Peña-Alcaraz et al.
(2012), Li and Lo (2014a,b), Yang et al. (2014), Luan et al. (2018a,b), and Zhou et al. (2018).
However, detailed modelling of the power supply system over the catenary should be considered
(Scheepmaker and Goverde, 2020), which requires detailed simulation (Stephan, 2008; Arboleya
et al., 2020). In this paper we focus on the second group of research about the optimal amount
and distribution of the running time supplements. For more details about EETT we refer to the
literature review papers of Yang et al. (2016) and Scheepmaker et al. (2017). Scheepmaker et al.
(2017) also showed another clustering of papers into two groups based on the type of optimization
problem. A first group is focused on the a single objective optimization problem of minimizing
the total energy consumption by varying the running time supplements between stops, e.g. Ding
et al. (2011), Sicre et al. (2010), Su et al. (2013, 2014), and Scheepmaker and Goverde (2015).
Other research considers multiple objective optimization by including the total running time and/or
the delays, e.g. Cucala et al. (2012), Yang et al. (2012), Binder and Albrecht (2013), and Wang
and Goverde (2016). Below we address the most recent studies on the topic of EETT that are
published after Scheepmaker et al. (2017). A summary of the literature review for energy-efficient
train timetabling can be found in Table 1.

Part of the current research aims to find the optimal distribution of the running time supplements
for a single train over multiple stops and considers a single objective to minimize total energy
consumption. Howlett (2016) proved that the optimal control over multiple stops for the EETC
leads to the same cruising speed between each two stops. In addition, Scheepmaker et al. (2020a)
found that the shorter the distance between stops, the higher the relative running time supplement.

Another part of the current research is focused on EETT for multiple trains in a railway cor-
ridor while considering a single objective. Yang et al. (2018) investigated energy-efficient train
timetabling for a complete metro line considering the minimization of the total energy consumption
including regenerative braking. Although they consider a single-objective optimization problem,
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Table 1: Summary of EETT literature.

Publication Area RB Conflict Objective(s)

TRT Robust Cap Energy PWT
Albrecht (2004) C x H x
Peña-Alcaraz et al. (2012) C x H x
Yang et al. (2014) C x H x x
Li and Lo (2014a,b) C x H x
Zhou et al. (2018) C x H x
Luan et al. (2018a,b) C x B x x
Yang et al. (2018) C x H x
Su et al. (2020) C x H x
Sicre et al. (2010) S - x
Ding et al. (2011) S - x
Su et al. (2013) S - x
Su et al. (2014) C H x
Scheepmaker and Goverde (2015) S - x
Howlett (2016) S - x
Albrecht et al. (2020) T B x
Scheepmaker et al. (2020a) S - x
Cucala et al. (2012) S - x x
Binder and Albrecht (2013) S - x x
Goverde et al. (2016) N B x x x x x
Wang and Goverde (2017) C H x x
Wang and Goverde (2019) C H x
Yang et al. (2019) C H x x x
Xu et al. (2020) C H x x
This paper C B x x x x

Legend: RB = Regenerative Braking, Conflict = conflict detection, TRT = total running time, Robust = robust-
ness/delays, Cap = capacity utilization, PWT = passenger waiting, time, S = single train, T = two trains, C =
corridor/line, N = network, H = headway times, B = blocking time.

they include other objectives related to passenger service and cost of the operator. They did this
by taking into account constraints for the cycle time and a time window for the total running time
with a buffer time between trains. The speed limits are divided into multiple-phases based on the
discrete data of the speed limit and they consider a flat track. Su et al. (2020) also considered
the topic of EETT for a complete metro line in both directions and aimed to minimize the total
energy consumption. The energy consumption includes the usage of regenerative braking energy
by synchronizing the accelerating and regenerative trains near stations in the same power supply
area. They developed an iterative integrated approach to compute the energy-optimal timetable.
First, the energy-efficient driving strategies are computed with a given total running time using a
Dynamic Programming algorithm. Second, a Simulated Annealing heuristic algorithm is used to
compute the optimal amount of running time and the headway between trains given the scheduled
cycle time and the number of trains in the network, while minimizing the total energy consumption
of all trains. The algorithm computes the headway based on the passenger demand at all stations.
Constraints are included to guarantee the minimum turn back time at the final stations, the maxi-
mum running time between stops, the minimum headway between trains, and the minimum dwell
time at stations. Albrecht et al. (2020) considered the topic of EETT for two successive trains
on a flat track. The authors define a theoretical framework for the optimal driving strategies of
two following trains considering safe-separation constraints that aims to minimize the total energy
consumption of both trains given a total running time for both trains, while maintaining a safe sepa-
ration between the trains. Safe separation means that the leading train must leave each signal point
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segment before the following train enters that segment. The authors use the Least Action Clearance
Time Algorithm (LACTA) to compute the energy-optimal driving strategy for two following trains
given a total amount of running time. Basically, LACTA starts by considering a basic separation
in time between trains. LACTA then checks for each time overlap of block section, i.e., whether
the leading train left a block section before the following train enters that section. Afterwards, a
greedy algorithm includes an additional clearance time constraint for the block section with the
biggest time violation and computes the new optimal driving strategies of both trains which is then
checked again on the violations. This leads to an iterative process.

Current research on multiple-objective optimization for EETT considers the objectives of total
travel time, passenger waiting time, and robustness. Yang et al. (2019) focused on the topic
of energy-efficient train timetabling by minimizing the energy consumption, passenger waiting
time and robustness. Their definition of robustness is different compared to current literature on
timetabling, because they are focused on minimizing the effect of perturbations on the energy
consumption and passenger waiting time at the stations instead of train delay. They also included
the effect of regenerative braking by maximizing the overlap between accelerating and regenerative
braking trains. They considered a random dwell time at intermediate stations of the Beijing metro
line and used a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II to solve the problem and to find the
equally optimal solutions (Pareto front). Train separation was considered by headway times and
they considered a heuristic method to determine the energy-efficient driving strategy. Xu et al.
(2020) considered the topic of EETT by minimizing the total travel time and energy consumption
for high-speed trains in a corridor. They included dynamic headway times between trains in order
to shorten the travel times compared to fixed headway times. The minimum headway between two
trains was determined using an iterative approach by increasing the headway time by one minute if
safety space headway was not met. In order to decrease the computation time, they simplified the
problem by excluding coasting, varying gradients, and speed limits.

In practice the aim of RUs for timetable design is mainly on other objectives than energy minimiza-
tion, such asminimizing the total running time, maximizing the capacity utilization andmaximizing
the robustness of the timetable. The topic ofmultiple-objective optimization for timetabling (mainly
without considering the objective of minimizing the energy consumption) is intensively studied in
literature, see the surveys in Caprara et al. (2007), Lusby et al. (2011), and Cacchiani and Toth
(2012). Research in timetable optimization can be separated into aperiodic and periodic timetables.
In aperiodic timetables the timetable and number of trains is demand driven providing flexibility,
while a periodic timetable provides the same service pattern each period (regularity) (Yan and
Goverde, 2019). In this paper our focus is on periodic timetables. Another difference in timetable
optimization is the level of details of the infrastructure data. At a macroscopic level the nodes
and link model contains aggregate information of the infrastructure (i.e. nodes are stations and
links are the complete railway lines between stations), while at a microscopic level the nodes and
links contain the highest detail information of the infrastructure (i.e. signals, switches, and track
sections) (Radtke, 2014). This also leads to a different methodology for conflict detection: in the
macroscopic model headway constraints are considered, while in the microscopic model conflicts
are detected based on the block section occupation of trains (i.e. only one train can reserve a
section of track between adjacent signals). A standard model for representing macroscopic peri-
odic timetable optimization is based on the Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (PESP) (Serafini
and Ukovich, 1989; Kroon et al., 2014). A detailed literature review about macroscopic timetable
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optimization can be found in Cacchiani and Toth (2012). Research on microscopic timetable opti-
mization is limited (Cacchiani et al., 2014, 2015), because the size of the model increases for the
decision variables and constraints when more details are included (Zhang et al., 2019). In addition,
multiple-objective timetable optimization research focusing on microscopic timetable optimization
including the objective of energy minimization is limited, and is discussed below.

Goverde et al. (2016) considered a three-level iterative framework for timetable design and timetable
evaluation which they applied to a Dutch railway network. First, at a macroscopic level they
considered a multiple-objective optimization using an Integer Linear programming formulation
that minimizes the total running time and dwell time, missed connections, the time of exceeding
the nominal transfer time, and cancelled train path requests (i.e. aiming at efficiency). After
generating the macroscopic timetable, a delay propagation algorithm is used in order to evaluate
the robustness of the macroscopic timetable using a Monte Carlo simulation (Bešinović et al.,
2016). Second, at a microscopic level they detect and resolve path of conflicts, and maximize the
infrastructure occupation and stability of the timetable (i.e. aiming at feasibility and stability). The
model iteratively applies the macro-micro model in order to find a conflict-free, stable and robust
timetable that minimizes the objectives on the macroscopic level. Details of this macro-micro
interaction can be found in Bešinović et al. (2016). Finally, a mesoscopic fine tuning model is
used given the solution from the iterations of the macro-micro model on a corridor level. This
mesoscopic model computes the energy-efficient speed profiles considering stochastic dwell time
distributions on intermediate stops in order to determine robust energy-efficient speed profiles
(i.e. aiming at energy efficiency and robustness). Therefore, energy-efficient train control was
considered sequential in the optimization process (after the other objectives). Details about the
mesoscopic fine tuning model can be found in the paper of Binder and Albrecht (2013). Wang
and Goverde (2017) minimized the total energy consumption and the delays for multiple trains on
single-track lines with meeting stations using headway norms. Wang and Goverde (2019) extended
this approach to re-allocate the running time supplements in a timetable to optimize the joint
energy-efficient speed profiles on general railway networks. They used headway norms during the
optimization in order to derive a conflict-free timetable, while they checked the feasibility of the
optimal timetable afterwards by using the blocking time stairways.

Based on the literature review it can be concluded that research about energy-efficient train
timetabling with multiple-objectives is mainly focused on finding the balance between robust-
ness and energy consumption, see Table 1. However, in practice the primary objectives for RUs
are on minimizing the total running time and maximizing the capacity utilization (i.e., frequencies)
and robustness, while energy consumption is at best secondary. In addition, Table 1 shows that
most research on EETT considers macroscopic timetable feasibility based on normative minimum
headway times, while microscopic conflict detection considering the signaling systemmust be used
to guarantee conflict-free timetables in practice (especially closer to the day of operation in order to
deliver a realistic and realizable timetable for operation). Only Goverde et al. (2016) considered the
multiple objectives of minimizing total running time, robustness, capacity utilization and energy
consumption with microscopic conflict detection. However, the objective of energy consumption
was considered after a conflict-free, stable and robust timetable structure was determined. Thus,
research is missing on simultaneously solving the multiple-objective optimization problem regard-
ing the total running time, capacity utilization using blocking time theory, robustness and energy
consumption. In this paper we include the objective of energy consumption upfront as one of the
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objectives to minimize (jointly). Therefore, the aim of this paper is to determine the relationship
between the total running time, infrastructure occupation, robustness and energy consumption of
trains on a corridor. Specifically, we consider a multiple-objective timetabling problem that aims
at a trade-off between minimizing the total running time, extended cycle time, energy consumption
and maximizing the buffer time at a microscopic level using the blocking times for conflict detec-
tion (blocking time theory). Here, we define the extended cycle time as the cycle time including
a minimum buffer time between trains. We define the cycle time as the minimum interval that a
departure order of successive trains in the same direction repeats itself. Therefore, the paper gives
the following contributions to the literature:

1. We propose the extended cycle time that includes a minimum buffer time.

2. We consider the multiple-objective optimization problem of minimizing total travel time,
extended cycle time and energy consumption, and maximizing the buffer time.

3. We find relationships between energy minimization in relation to the other objectives, specifi-
cally between energy consumption and capacity consumption, and between energy consump-
tion and robustness.

4. We focus on microscopic timetable optimization using blocking time theory to develop a
conflict-free timetable on a railway corridor.

The structure of the paper is as follows. We first describe the theory regarding the optimal control,
blocking time, capacity consumption and robustness in Section 2. This leads to the multiple-
objective optimization problem formulation regarding the objectives of total running time, extended
cycle time, total buffer time and total traction energy consumption. Section 3 discusses the method
used to compute the optimal solution. Afterwards, we consider a real-world case to investigate
the balance between the multiple objectives in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 discusses the main
conclusions of this paper.

2. Theory

This section discusses the theoretical background that is used in the method to tackle the multiple-
objective problem. In Section 2.1 the optimal control problem is discussed that leads to the optimal
driving strategies that are the foundation of our method to compute the optimal timetable. In
addition, the optimal control leads to the objectives of minimizing total energy consumption and
total running time. Section 2.2 discusses the blocking time theory that is used in order to derive a
conflict-free timetable on a railway corridor for multiple following trains. Afterwards, Section 2.3
discusses the UIC 406method of timetable compression in order to derive the capacity consumption
and extended cycle time of a timetable, which is one of the objectives to optimize. Finally, the
fourth objective in our paper is to maximize the robustness of the timetable by maximizing the total
buffer time. Therefore, the topic of timetable robustness is discussed in Section 2.4.
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2.1 Optimal train control

In this section we discuss the optimal train control problems in order to derive the two driving
strategies considered in this paper: the energy-efficient train control (EETC) and the minimum
time train control (MTTC). We consider mechanical braking only and we model the train as a point
mass (Brünger and Dahlhaus, 2014; Howlett and Pudney, 1995). The derivation of the EETC and
MTTC optimal control structure between two consecutive stops by using distance as independent
variable is discussed in Scheepmaker et al. (2020a). Therefore, in this paper we only provide
the optimal control problem formulation and briefly discuss the different driving regimes for the
optimal driving strategies. Section 2.1.1 discusses the EETC problem formulation and in Section
2.1.2 the MTTC problem formulation is discussed.

Energy-Efficient Train Control

The EETC driving strategy aims to minimize total traction energy consumption /� [m2/s2] over a
railway line with total distance ( [m] and ; −1 sections over stop positions (B0, . . . , B;) with a total
scheduled running time ) [s]:

/� = min
∫ B;

B0

5 (B)3B, (1)

subject to the constraints

¤C (B) = 1
E(B) (2)

¤E(B) = 5 (B) + 1(B) − A (E) −6(B)
E(B) (3)

0 ≤ E(B) ≤ Emax(B) (4)
5 (B)E(B) ≤ ?max (5)
0 ≤ 5 (B) ≤ 5max (6)
− 1min ≤ 1(B) ≤ 0 (7)
C (B0) = 0, C (B;) = ) (8)
E(B8) = 0, for 8 = 1, . . . , ;, (9)

where distance B [m] is the independent variable, time C [s] and speed E [m/s] are the state variables.
Eqs. (2) and (3) are the dynamic equations describing the derivatives of the state variables to the
independent variable B, i.e. ¤C = 3C/3B and ¤E = 3E/3B. Eq. (4)–(7) describe the path constraints. The
control variables are the mass-specific traction 5 [m/s2] and mass-specific mechanical braking 1
[m/s2]. The mass-specific forces are computed by dividing the total force force � [N] over the total
rotating mass d< (rotating mass factor d [-] multiplied by the train mass < [kg]), i.e., � (C)/(d<).
The mass-specific traction force 5 (see Eq. (6)) is bounded between zero and the minimum of the
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maximummass-specific traction force and the maximummass-specific power ? [m2/s3] divided by
the speed (see Eq. (5)), i.e. 5 (E) ∈ [0,min( 5max, ?max/E)]. The mass-specific mechanical braking
force is bounded between zero and the maximum braking force, i.e. 1(E) ∈ [−1min,0], see Eq.
(7). Traction and braking control cannot be applied at the same time, i.e., 5 1 = 0. Combining the
mass-specific train resistance A (E) [m/s2] and the mass-specific line resistance 6(B) [m/s2] leads to
the total mass-specific train resistance. We use the general mass-specific train resistance based on
Davis equation A (E) = A0 + A1E + A2E

2 that consists of non-negative coefficients A0, A1 ≥ 0 and A2 > 0
(Davis, 1926). The mass-specific line resistance is determined by gradients 6(B) with 6(B) > 0
indicating uphill slopes and 6(B) < 0 downhill slopes. The speed is limited between 0 and the speed
limit Emax that depends on distance, see Eq. (4). In this paper a piecewise-constant speed limit
and gradient is considered over the complete trajectory. The boundary conditions are described
by Eqs. (8) for the time and (9) for the speed. Note that we do not provide time constraints
on the intermediate stops, so the optimal arrival and departure times will be determined by the
optimization problem. Intermediate event constraints (9) force the speed at stop 8 at distance B8 to
be zero.

Similar to Scheepmaker et al. (2020a) we can define the Hamiltonian, augmented Hamiltonian and
costates using the EETC optimal control structure. Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle (PMP) gives
the optimal controls by maximizing the Hamiltonian, and the necessary optimally conditions are
determined by applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions on the augmented Hamiltonian.
Scheepmaker et al. (2020a) showed that the general optimal control structure over multiple stops is
similar to the optimal control structure between two successive stops.

In general, the optimal control structure consists of the driving regimes maximum acceleration
by maximum traction force, cruising at a constant speed by partial traction/braking (i.e. balance
between the traction or braking force and the total train resistance), coasting (zero control), and
maximum braking. Note that the optimal cruising speed can be lower than the speed limit. In
addition, for short distances between two stops the optimal control structure does not include
cruising (Scheepmaker et al., 2017, 2020b).

Minimum Time Train Control

The aim of minimum time train control (MTTC) is to minimize the total running time of the train
/' [s]:

/' = min C (B;), (10)

subject to the constraints (2)–(9), and where here the final time C (B;) is free and will be minimized.
Similar to the EETC problem formulation the Hamiltonian, augmented Hamiltonian and costates
can be derived. The PMP and the KKT conditions can be applied on them in order to derive the
optimal control structure. The structure consists of the driving regimes maximum acceleration,
cruising at the speed limit and maximum braking. The general optimal control structure for the
MTTC driving strategy is similar to the optimal control structure between two successive stops
(Scheepmaker et al., 2020a).
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2.2 Blocking Time Theory

The railway infrastructure is partitioned in different block sections for safe train operation. Each
block section is covered by a signal that indicates if the next block section is available for the train
approaching the signal. A three-aspect two-block signalling system is assumed, which means that
an approach signal in advance indicates if the train needs to brake for the next (stop) signal. The
time duration in which a specific block section is allocated to a specific train and thus blocked for
other trains is called blocking time. The following components are considered for the blocking
times, see Figure 1 (a):

1. Setup time: time to set and lock the route in the block.

2. Sight and reaction time: the time for the train driver to see and anticipate on the approach
signal.

3. Approach time: the time for the train to run from the approach signal to the signal at the end
of the approaching block section.

4. Running time: the time to run the train through the block section and possible overlap.

5. Clearing time: the time needed for the train to clear the block section over the train length.

6. Release time: the time to release the route in the block. Part of a block section might be
released earlier after the full train length passed the clearing point of a switch within a block
section according to the sectional release route locking principle.

We refer to Pachl (2009) and Pachl (2014) for more information about the blocking time theory.
One of the results of blocking time theory is the timetable compression method that provides the
minimum headway between trains of two conflict-free train paths (Bešinović and Goverde, 2018).

In addition, a timetable must include scheduled buffer time between two trains. Buffer time is
an empty time slot between two successive trains on top of their minimum headway time (Pachl,
2014). The minimum (line) headway time on a corridor is defined as the minimal conflict-free
inter-departure time between two train paths given the speed profiles of the two trains (Pachl,
2014). Buffer times are used to avoid or reduce the propagation of delays to other trains, the
so called secondary or knock-on delays (Goverde and Hansen, 2013). In practice, infrastructure
managers and RUs consider a minimum buffer time between two trains as a measure to deal
with scheduled deviations (also called critical buffer time by Jensen et al. (2017)). Therefore, we
define the concept of extended blocking time, which includes a minimum buffer time (see Figure 1
(a)). Plotting successive extended blocking times in a time-distance diagram leads to the extended
blocking time stairway, as shown in Figure 1 (b). The extended blocking time stairway gives the
extended minimum line headway between two successive trains as can be seen in Figure 1 (b).

Conflicts occur when blocking times of two trains overlap. In addition, buffer time conflicts occur
when the required minimum buffer time is overlapping with the blocking time of another train. In
this paper we aim at a conflict-free timetable. Detailed information about blocking time theory can
be found in Pachl (2009) and Pachl (2014).
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Figure 1: The left plot (a) shows the attributes for the extended blocking time stairway includ-
ing the minimum buffer time for a three-aspect signalling system. The right plot (b) indicates a
partial blocking time stairway for two successive trains including the (minimum) buffer time.

2.3 Capacity Consumption

There are different timetable performance indicators to assess a timetable. One of them is the
infrastructure occupation, which is defined as the amount of time that the infrastructure is blocked by
train paths from a given timetable structure in a given time window (UIC, 2013). This performance
indicator provides insight in the potential bottlenecks in a network and is related to the capacity
consumption of a corridor. The capacity consumption includes the required buffer time between
trains on top of the infrastructure occupation (UIC, 2013; Jensen et al., 2017). The infrastructure
occupation depends on the infrastructure (route, speed limits, block lengths, and signalling system),
the rolling stock characteristics (such as the train composition, acceleration and braking, maximum
speed, and length), and timetable (frequencies, heterogeneity, and dwell times) (Goverde and
Hansen, 2013; Bešinović and Goverde, 2018). The UIC 406 timetable compression method can
be used to compute the infrastructure occupation on a line (UIC, 2013). The location where the
blocking stairways of two trains touch each other are the critical block sections. The infrastructure
occupation can be extended to extended infrastructure occupation where the extended blocking time
stairways, as described in Section 2.2, are compressed, see Figure 2. Note that then the capacity
consumption consists of the extended infrastructure occupation plus possible additional buffer time
on top of the minimum buffer times. The capacity consumption is analyzed over a certain defined
time period, for instance 30 min. The extended infrastructure occupation time C> [s] is then defined
from the start of the first train to the start of the compressed first train of the next time period C? [s],
see Figure 2. The extended infrastructure occupation time C> is thus computed as the sum of the
minimum line headway times Cℎ

8 9
[s] for the successive trains (Bešinović et al., 2017)

C> =
∑
(8, 9)∈,?

Cℎ8 9 , (11)
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where ,? is the pattern of successive train pairs (8, 9) over the scheduled time period, and Cℎ
8 9
is

the minimum headway time from train 8 to train 9 calculated over the corridor with =1 blocks as
(Bešinović et al., 2017)

Cℎ8 9 = max
:∈1,...,=1

(C48: − C
1
9 : ), (12)

where C4
8:

is the end of the blocking time of train 8 in block section : including the minimum
buffer time, and C1

9 :
is the begin of the blocking time of train 9 in block section : . The capacity

consumption �B [%] includes additional scheduled buffer time C0 [s] on top of the minimum buffer
time due to e.g. rounding of the timetable to whole minutes or for robustness. This capacity
consumption can be computed by

�B =
C> + C0
C?
·100%. (13)

We consider a cyclic timetable consisting of one ormore train cycles, thus the extended infrastructure
occupation time is equal to a multiple of the extended cycle time. Therefore, in order to minimize
the infrastructure occupation we can also minimize the extended cycle time instead. The extended
cycle time C2 [s] considers the minimum periodic pattern of all trains. In case that all trains have
the same frequency 5; , the extended cycle time the cyclic pattern of all train lines can be computed
by:

C2 =
C>

5;
. (14)

Finally, we aim to to minimize the extended cycle time /2 [s] by

/2 = min C2 . (15)

2.4 Robustness

The topic of robustness in railway planning is considered in the literature review paper of Lusby et al.
(2018). They noticed that there is no common definition of robustness for all stakeholders, but that
it in general is focused on the capacity for the railway system to function during disturbances (i.e.
how the timetable functions during uncertainty by small deviations from train paths). Cacchiani
and Toth (2012) also discussed the topic of robustness for timetabling problems. They indicate that
robust timetables try to avoid delay propagation in the railway network during disruptions. Goverde
and Hansen (2013) define different performance indicators for railway timetables of which one of
them is timetable robustness, which are applied in the three-level timetable design framework of
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Figure 2: The left plot shows the timetable compression method with timetable before compres-
sion. The right plot indicates the timetable compression method with timetable after compression
including the minimum buffer time and the critical blocks. Note that the darker area below the
blocks indicates the minimum buffer time between trains that are included in the extended block-
ing times.

Goverde et al. (2016). They consider robustness as the ability of the timetable to cope with design
errors, parameter variations, and changing operational conditions, which depend on stochastic
processes such as running, dwelling and turning. The aim is to minimize the primary delays
(caused by variations in a process that takes longer than the scheduled process time) and secondary
or knock-on delays (caused by delays exceeding the scheduled buffer time between two trains at
a critical block section) (Vromans et al., 2006; Goverde et al., 2016). Therefore, running time
supplements and buffer times between trains are included in order to improve the robustness of
the timetable. Running time supplements are the extra running time above the minimum running
time in order to minimize primary delays caused by variations of the process times (Goverde et al.,
2013; Scheepmaker and Goverde, 2015).

In this paper we consider the total buffer time C1 as a measure of the robustness of the timetable,
which we aim to maximize. The buffer time is also considered in practice for timetable design and
evaluation in the Netherlands, where a minimum buffer time (a wake) behind each passenger train
is considered for timetable robustness, which is analyzed using a deterministic simulation run. We
use a similar approach as considered by NS for timetable robustness. The total buffer time consists
of the total minimum buffer time and the additional buffer time. For a cyclic timetable the total
buffer time C1 can be computed as:

C1 =
)

5;
− C2 . (16)

Finally, we aim to maximize the robustness of the timetable by maximizing the total buffer time /1
[s]:
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/1 = max C1 . (17)

3. Method

This section discusses the method for the multiple-objective optimization problem. In this paper
we apply a brute force algorithm to generate the optimal solutions by considering the running time
supplements as a variable for the train and then compute the optimal driving strategy for a single
train including the blocking times. We consider a corridor of different train types in a specified time
window, and compute the associated total running time as well as the total energy consumption of
all trains. Next, we apply the UIC 406 timetable compression method on the corridor in order to
determine the extended cycle time and buffer time.

Section 3.1 explains the model PROMO (PseudospectRal Optimal train control MOdel) that is used
to compute the different driving strategies and blocking times, that are necessary for the blocking
time theory. The brute force search is explained in Section 3.2. In this search we use two methods
to compute the optimal solutions.

3.1 PROMO

We used the Radau pseudospectral method to compute the MTTC and EETC driving strategies. In
this method orthogonal collocation is applied at the Legendre-Gaus-Radau (LGR) points in order to
discretize the optimal control problem. The optimal control problem is then rewritten to a nonlinear
programming (NLP) problem that is solved using standard NLP solvers (Betts, 2010). We refer to
Wang and Goverde (2016) and Goverde et al. (2021) for more details about the discretization of
the optimal control problem and to Garg et al. (2009) and Rao et al. (2010) for general background
about the pseudospectral method.

We used the model called PROMO as described in Scheepmaker et al. (2020a) to compute the
MTTC and EETC driving strategies. PROMO uses the GPOPS (General Purpose OPtimal Control
Software) toolbox of MATLAB, which implements a Radau pseudospectral method to solve the
optimal control problem (Rao et al., 2011). We applied PROMO in GPOPS version 4.1 using a
laptop with a 2.1 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM.We consider two different train types, an Intercity
(IC) or long distance train that stops only at main stations and a Sprinter (SPR) or regional train
that stops at all stations. We applied the multiple-phase model of Scheepmaker et al. (2020a) to
compute the optimal trajectory for the trains, in which we define a phase between each two stops
(i.e., no separate phases for the speed limits and gradients). Each stop needs to be a new phase,
because then a collocation point at that stop is guaranteed in GPOPS. The objective is to determine
the optimal distribution of the running time supplements over the trajectory in order to minimize
the total traction energy consumption over the multiple runs. The model results are verified to see
if they are in line with the necessary optimality conditions.

In addition, PROMO computes the extended blocking time for each block section over the trajectory
for a single train using the blocking time theory as described in Section 2.2. The computation is done
for multiple trains over a corridor. Afterwards, the extended cycle time (and maximum frequency)
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over the corridor is computed by applying the UIC 406 compression method as described in Section
2.3. The total buffer time is computed by using Eq. (16). Finally, a balance between different
objectives can be determined by comparing the running time, extended cycle time, buffer time and
energy consumption for each different combination of running time supplements for the IC and
SPR. These combinations are determined by varying the running time supplements of the trains
over the corridor.

3.2 Brute force search

In this section we explain the approach of the brute force search algorithm in order to determine
the optimal solutions for the single and multiple-objective optimizations. We consider the running
time supplements as the main variables in this paper, because they influence all objectives. In
general, increasing the running time supplements increases the total running time and decreases
the energy consumption. The effect of the running time supplements on the cycle time and buffer
time depends on the infrastructure, timetable and rolling stock. Therefore, by adjusting the running
time supplements the interaction between the different objectives can be investigated.

The brute force search consist of the following four main steps (see Algorithm 1):

1. Compute the energy-efficient driving strategy for both the IC and SPR for running time
supplements ranging from 0% until 15% with a step-size of 0.5% using PROMO. We define
G as the total running time of the IC and H as the total running time of the SPR,where theMTTC
driving strategy is the reference. PROMO generates the speed profile, energy consumption,
as well as the blocking time per train for each given running time. For readability we only
show the results of the step-size of 1% in the tables and figures. We define combination GH
for each running time supplement combination for an IC-SPR cycle, where < is the total
number of running time supplements for the IC and = is the total number of running time
supplements for the SPR. Thus in total we have <= combinations of GH IC-SPR cycles.

2. Apply the UIC 406 compression method to compute the minimum extended cycle time for
an IC-SPR cycle and the buffer time for all combinations of GH between 0% and 15% running
time supplements (step-size of 0.5%) for the IC and SPR.

3. Develop four matrices with the values of the objectives of the total running time /', extended
cycle time /2, total buffer time /1 and energy consumption /� for each combination of
running time supplements (GH) of the IC-SPR cycle. Each entry in the table consists of a
combination of the given running time supplement of the IC (columns) and SPR (rows).

4. Compute the optimal solution using two different methods. The first method is the weighted
sum method in which we minimize the weighted sum given a weight factor for each of the
objective functions (Yan and Goverde, 2019). The second method is based on the optimal
standardized Euclidean distance (standard Euclidean distance method) (Yan et al., 2019).
We use these methods because they are most common and relative simple methods, and the
weighted sum method considers the importance of the railway undertakings for each single
objective by the weight factors.
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We start by explaining the weighted sum method. Basically the weighted sum method is a scalar-
ization method which combines all objectives into a single objective (Marler and Arora, 2004).
However, when all weights are positive the Pareto optimal solution is achieved by minimizing the
weighted sum. Before we can apply the weighted sum method, we need to scale the different ob-
jectives with different weight factors in order to compare them (Yan and Goverde, 2019). Since the
objectives of total running time, extended cycle time and total buffer time are defined in seconds, we
consider this basic scaling to compare the different objectives. We consider the total running time
as reference with value 1. We compute the scaling by comparing for each running time supplement
combination GH the two objectives with each other with the total average ratio as a scaling factor.
This leads to the following scaled formulation of the different single objectives:

+
GH

'
= /

GH

'
, +

GH
2 =

©« 1
<=

<∑
G=1

=∑
H=1

/
GH
2

/
GH

'

ª®¬
−1

/
GH
2 , +

GH

1
=
©« 1
<=

<∑
G=1

=∑
H=1

/
GH

1

/
GH

'

ª®¬
−1

/
GH

1
. (18)

Since buffer times should be maximized, we rewrite this to minimize the negative value of the buffer
time in order to minimize all objectives (i.e. max/1 = −min/1). In addition, we apply a sensitivity
analyses where we see the effect of the optimal solution by varying between the minimum and
maximum ratio given the data. Since energy consumption is measured in a complete different unit
(kWh), it is difficult to scale this objective with the other objectives that have units in s. Therefore,
a scaling factor l is used and varied using a sensitivity analysis to find a balance between energy
consumption and the other objectives:

+
GH

�
= l/

GH

�
. (19)

The weighted sum (affine combination) with weight factors F8 for 8 = 1, ...,4 (for each of the four

objectives) and
4∑
8=1
F8 = 1 for the GHth solution can be computed by:

UGH = F1+
GH

'
+F2+

GH
2 −F3+

GH

1
+F4+

GH

�
. (20)

A sensitive analysis is applied in order to determine the weight factors, which will be discussed in
Section 4.4.1.

Second, we explain the steps to derive the standard Euclidean distance. We first need to standardize
the results on the interval [0,1] for each element in the different tables by using the min-max
normalization (Yan et al., 2019), i.e., for the objective of running time the normalized objective
value is
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/̃
GH

'
=
/
GH

'
− /min

'

/max
'
− /min

'

, (21)

where /min
'

and /max
'

are respectively the minimum and maximum over the entire matrix of /'.
The normalized objective values of the other objectives /2 and /� are computed in the same
way. Since the buffer times are to be maximized, we compute first /1 the same way as /' and
afterwards we compute the normalized objective value for the buffer time by /̃GH

1
= 1− /̃GH

1
, in order

to minimize all the objectives. Finally, we determine the optimal standardized Euclidean distance
for each combination GH as:

VGH =

√
(/̃GH

'
)2 + (/̃GH2 )2 + (/̃GH1 )2 + (/̃

GH

�
)2. (22)

Algorithm 1: Brute-force search algorithm.
Data: Infrastructure, rolling stock, interlocking, and timetable.
Result: The optimal solutions for the single and multiple-objective optimizations;
Compute MTTC driving strategy for the IC (G = 1) and SPR (H = 1) ;
for G = 1.005,1.010,1.015, ...,1.15 do

Compute EETC driving strategy for the IC with G running time supplement;
for H = 1.005,1.010,1.015, ...,1.15 do

Compute EETC driving strategy for the SPR with H running time supplement;
for G = 1,1.005,1.010, ...,1.15 do

for H = 1,1.005,1.010, ...,1.15 do
Apply UIC 406 compression method for each GH IC-SPR cycle combination;
Compute /', /2 , /1 , and /� for each GH IC-SPR cycle combination;

Compute weighted sum method U;
Compute standard Euclidean distance method V;

4. Case Study

In this section we apply our model on different scenarios in a case study in order to find a balance
between the objectives ofminimizing total travel time for the passengers, extended cycle, and energy
consumption as well as maximizing the buffer time for robustness. We start by providing the input
of the case study, see Section 4.1. In Section 4.2 we discuss the results for the different single
objectives. We make a comparison between the different objectives in Section 4.3. Afterwards,
we consider the optimization of the multiple objectives in Section 4.4. We analyze the effect of
varying the minimum buffer time on the multiple objectives in Section 4.5. Finally, a discussion of
the main results is presented in Section 4.6.
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4.1 Case study description

The case study considers the railway line between the main stations Arnhem Central (Ah) and
Nijmegen (Nm) in the Netherlands with the intermediate stations Arnhem South (Ahz), Elst (Est)
and Nijmegen Lent (Nml). The detailed track layout of this railway line can be seen in Figure 3
and the details in one direction about the location of the gradients, speed limits and signals can be
found in Table 6 in Appendix A, which is based on the infrastructure data from ProRail (ProRail,
2020). The trains are running over the right-hand tracks for the double track sections. We consider
two different electrified train types operating on this network: an Intercity (IC) or long distance
train only stopping at the main stations Ah and Nm, and a Sprinter (SPR) or regional train stopping
at all stations. The IC and SPR share the same route over the infrastructure, except at the first and
last block section due to different track and platform use at Ah and Nm (i.e. we do not consider
overtaking on the open track between these stations). We set the maximum passenger comfort
braking to 0.5 m/s2, according to practice in the timetable design at the Netherlands Railways (NS).
The trains receive their electricity from the 1.5 kV DC catenary system. We develop microscopic
conflict-free timetables using the blocking time theory as described in Section 2.2, therefore, we
assume that there is only a red signal approach at the final platform signal at Nm. The general
characteristics and parameter setting times can be found in Appendix A in Table 7 and 8 that are
partially adopted from Goverde et al. (2013) and Scheepmaker et al. (2020b).

The Dutch timetable is cyclic and in general repeats itself every half hour. In the current Dutch
timetable trains operate with frequencies of at least two trains per hour. Therefore, we use a
half hour time interval. We consider the running time supplements and the minimum buffer time
between trains as basic measures for timetable robustness. In the Netherlands the current minimum
buffer time is 60 s. However, the aim is to reduce this buffer time to 30 s by for instance using ATO
in order to increase the number of trains in the network without expensive infrastructure cost. In
this paper we set the minimum buffer time to 30 s, but we also investigate the effect of increasing the
minimum buffer time to 60 s. The minimum extended cycle time is computed using the UIC 406
compression method as described in Section 2.3. Finally, we consider an increase in the frequency
of the IC-SPR train when this is enabled by the extended cycle time, because this leads to a higher
service to the passengers. For instance an extended cycle time of 720 s leads to 4 IC-SPR cycles
per hour, while an extended cycle time of 719 s gives 5 IC-SPR cycles per hour. However, the
increase in the frequency of the IC-SPR cycles reduces the total buffer time.

4.2 Results of the indicators

In this section we discuss the results of different indicators where we differentiate between the
separate IC and SPR, and the IC-SPR cycle. First, we analyze the separate results of the IC (Figure
4) and SPR (Figure 5) in terms of speed profile and energy consumption. The results of the
driving strategies of the IC and SPR with varying running time supplements are shown in Table 9
(Appendix B), while the optimal distribution of the running time supplements over multiple-stops
for the SPR is shown in Table 10 (Appendix B).

We start by analyzing the results of the speed-distance and energy-distance profiles of the IC (Figure
4) and SPR (Figure 5), where we varied the amount of running time supplements. Figure 4 indicates
for the IC that the higher the amount of running time supplement, the earlier the train starts to coast.
With limited running time supplement up to 4% the speed-distance plot indicates two coasting
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Figure 3: Detailed track layout of railway line Arnhem Central (Ah)–Nijmegen (Nm).

phases: one before and one after the reduced speed limit of 130 km/h after Est with possibly a
short distance of maximum acceleration after the reduced speed limit of 130 km/h before coasting.
In case that the running time supplements are at least 10% we see that the optimal driving strategy
does not include cruising at the speed limit, but the train starts to coast directly after maximum
acceleration. Table 9 indicates that the energy savings of the EETC driving strategy for the IC
vary between 24% and 57% compared to the MTTC driving strategy. The resulting speed-distance
profile of the SPR is shown in Figure 5. In general, the figure indicates that when there are
sufficient running time supplements, the optimal driving regime between each of the stops consists
of maximum acceleration, coasting and maximum braking, with a possible cruising regime at the
speed limit where the speed limit is reached. The results in Figure 5 and Table 10 also indicate
that relatively more running time supplement is included for shorter distance sections where the
train can start coasting at relatively lower speeds, which is in line with the results of Scheepmaker
et al. (2020a). The exception is at the short section Nml-Nm (2.4 km) that includes a speed limit
restriction of 40 km/h. The results indicate that coasting below 70 km/h takes relatively much
running time supplement while the energy savings are limited. The energy savings of the SPR by
the EETC driving strategy vary between 18% and 56% compared to the MTTC driving strategy
(see Table 9).

Afterwards, we continue on the interaction of the trains by analyzing the IC-SPR cycles. We
analyze the results of the IC-SPR cycle for the total running time, followed by the extended cycle
time and buffer time. Then, we discuss the results of the energy consumption of the IC-SPR cycle.
Table 11 (Appendix B) gives the total running time per IC-SPR cycle and the extended cycle time
per IC-SPR cycle is shown in Table 12 (Appendix B). Table 13 (Appendix B) gives the buffer
time per IC-SPR cycle and the total energy consumption per IC-SPR cycle is provided by Table 14
(Appendix B). The results of the different driving strategies and IC-SPR cycles are also visualized
in Figures 6–10.

Table 11 and the contour plot in the left plot of Figure 6 obviously indicate that more running time
supplements for the IC and/or SPR leads to a higher total running time. TheMTTC driving strategy
provides the solution that minimizes total travel time. For the MTTC driving strategy the resulting
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Figure 4: The left plot shows for the case Ah-Nm IC with varying running time supplements the
speed/gradient–distance profile of the MTTC and EETC driving strategies. The right plot indi-
cates the energy–distance profile of the MTTC and EETC driving strategies for the case Ah-Nm
IC.
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Figure 5: The left plot shows for the case Ah-Nm SPR with varying running time supplements
the speed/gradient–distance profile of the MTTC and EETC driving strategies. The right plot
indicates the energy–distance profile of the MTTC and EETC driving strategies for the case Ah-
Nm SPR.

compressed timetable is shown in the left part of Figure 7, indicating that the critical blocks are
block 3 after Ah (IC-SPR) and block 17 at Nm (SPR-IC).

Table 12 shows that more running time supplement for the IC leads to a lower extended cycle time,
while including more running time supplement for the SPR increases the extended cycle time. This
effect can also be seen in the contour plot of the total extended cycle time in the left plot in Figure
8. The contour plot shows that the curves with low values of the extended cycle times (i.e. 640 s
and 660 s) intersect the vertical axis of the varying running time (supplements) of the IC, indicating
that with 0% running time supplements for the SPR and high amount of running time supplements
of the IC, the smallest extended cycle time can be achieved. The resulting compressed timetable of
the driving scenario with 15% running time supplements for the IC and 0% for the SPR is shown
in the left part of Figure 9, indicating that block 7 at Ahz (IC-SPR) and block 17 at Nm (SPR-IC)
are the critical blocks. Lower extended cycle times enable higher frequencies of the IC-SPR train
cycles. The results are in line with common knowledge in practice that homogenization leads to a
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Figure 6: The left plot shows the contour plot for the case Ah-Nm for the total cycle running time
over the total running time (supplements) for the SPR and IC. The right plot indicates the Pareto
frontier curve of the energy consumption over the total running time for the IC and SPR for the
case Ah-Nm.
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Figure 7: The left plot shows for the case Ah-Nm for the IC (green) and SPR (blue) compressed
blocking time diagram of the MTTC driving strategies. The right plot indicates for the IC (green)
and SPR (blue) compressed blocking time diagram EETC driving strategies for the case Ah-Nm.
The EETC driving strategy has 0.5% running time supplements for the IC and 4% running time
supplements for the SPR. The dark green and dark blue blocks are the minimum buffer time of 30
s.

lower cycle time and thus may enable a possible increase in frequency. Homogenization is defined
as decreasing the differences between running times on the same track section of successive trains,
which can be achieved by slowing down the IC (i.e. increasing the running time supplements) or
speeding up the SPR (i.e. decreasing the running time supplements). In general, homogenization
has a positive effect on the infrastructure occupation.

The results of the buffer time in Table 13 show that the buffer time increases until the frequency
of the number of IC-SPR train cycles can be increased for a higher service to the passengers. This
effect is shown in Figure 10. For instance there is a switching point at 720 s (from 60 s to 240
s). The mesh plot of the buffer time on the left side of this figure shows the effect of the different
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Figure 8: The left plot shows the contour plot for the case Ah-Nm for the extended cycle time
over the total running time (supplements) for the SPR and IC. The right plot indicates the contour
plot for the total total cycle energy consumption over the the total running time (supplements) for
the SPR and IC for the case Ah-Nm.
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Figure 9: The left plot shows for the case Ah-Nm for the IC (green) and SPR (blue) compressed
blocking time diagram for the EETC driving strategies with 15% running time supplements for
the IC and 0% running time supplements for the SPR. The right plot indicates the IC (green) and
SPR (blue) compressed blocking time diagram for the case Ah-Nm for the EETC driving strate-
gies with 15% running time supplements for both the IC and SPR.

running time supplements of the SPR (x-axis) and IC (y-axis) over the buffer time (z-axis). The
vertical drop in buffer time indicates the increase in frequency of both trains by one train per hour.
The right plot in Figure 10 shows the effect of the extended cycle time (x-axis) over the buffer time
(y-axis), which indicates a piecewise linear relationship between the two conform Eq. (16) with a
jump where sufficient buffer allows an increase of the frequency. Basically, the higher the extended
cycle time, the lower the buffer time. If we consider a fixed frequency of 4 IC-SPR train cycles per
hour, the highest buffer time can be achieved by considering 15% running time supplements for the
IC and 0% running times for the SPR, which will lead to a buffer time of 350.2 s that is determined
based on extrapolation of the results in Table 13. The results of the compressed timetable are shown
in the left part of Figure 9.
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Figure 10: The left plot shows the mesh plot for the case Ah-Nm for the buffer time per cycle
over the running time (supplements) of the SPR and IC. The right plot indicates the buffer time
over extended cycle time for the case Ah-Nm.

The results of the energy consumption in Table 14 show that the total energy consumption decreases
if the running time supplements of the IC and/or SPR increase. The highest energy savings are
achieved by 15% running time supplements for both IC and SPR. The associated compressed
timetable is shown in the right plot of Figure 9, indicating that the critical blocks are block 3 (after
Ah for the IC-SPR order) and block 17 (at Nm for the SPR-IC order). The results are also shown in
the right contour plot of Figure 8. This contour plot indicates the effect of varying the running time
(supplements) of the SPR (x-axis) and varying the running time (supplements) of the IC (y-axis)
on the total energy consumption. The closer the lines, the steeper the relative decrease in energy
consumption compared to the extra running time. The highest relative savings are achieved with the
smallest time supplement (i.e. diminishing returns) (Scheepmaker et al., 2017, 2020b). The right
contour plot in Figure 8 shows that relatively higher energy savings can be achieved by including
extra running time supplements for the SPR compared to the IC. For instance, the line of 700 kWh
intersects the x-axis, while not intersecting the y-axis. The Pareto curve of the varying running
time supplements of the IC and SPR is shown in the right plot of Figure 6. The figure clearly
indicates that the steepest gradient occurs between 0% and 0.5% running time supplement, leading
to the relatively largest energy savings.

4.3 Balance between objectives

In this section the balance between the different objectives of minimizing the total running time,
extended cycle time and energy consumption as well as maximizing the buffer time for robustness
is discussed. Optimizing each of the different objectives leads to different solutions as shown in
Section 4.2. We focus both on the effect of the IC-SPR cycle as well as the effects on the IC and
SPR separately. The relationship between the different single objectives is shown in the causal loop
for the Intercity and Sprinter in Figure 11.

First, the causal loop in Figure 11 indicates that for the IC there is a positive relationship (reinforcing)
between the objective of total running time and buffer time, i.e., an increase in the total running
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Figure 11: The left plot shows for the case Ah-Nm the causal loop diagram between the objec-
tives for the IC. The right plot indicates for the case Ah-Nm the causal loop diagram between the
objectives for the SPR (legend: ' = Reinforcing, � = Balancing, + = objective at the end of the ar-
row is moving in the same direction as the objective at the beginning of the arrow, and − = objec-
tive at the end of the arrow is moving in the opposite direction as the objective at the beginning of
the arrow).

time for the IC leads to an increase in the total buffer time for the IC-SPR cycles. For the SPR
there is only a positive relationship between the total running time and extended cycle time, i.e., an
increase in the total running time for the SPR leads to an increase in the extended cycle time. The
relationship with all the other objectives for the IC and SPR is negative (balancing), i.e., an increase
in total running time for the IC and/or SPR leads to a decrease in the other objectives. If we focus
on the IC-SPR train cycle, we notice that the objective of minimizing total running time leads to
the MTTC driving strategy for all trains (0% running time supplements), while considering the
objectives of maximizing robustness, minimizing capacity or energy consumption leads to a certain
optimal amount of running time supplements. The most clear trade-off is between minimizing the
total running time and minimizing the energy consumption, because for energy minimization the
trains should have the maximum possible amount of running time supplements. However, as
explained in Section 4.2 the relative energy savings achieved by extra running time supplements
decreases for higher supplements (diminishing returns).

Second, we see that there is a clear relationship between infrastructure occupation and robustness.
As stated in Section 2.4 by Eq. (16) and also shown in the right plot in Figure 10 there is a negative
linear relationship between the extended cycle time and buffer time. This can also be observed
from the causal loop in Figure 11 (balancing between the extended cycle time and buffer time for
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both the IC and SPR). If we consider a fixed frequency of IC-SPR train cycles per hour, we see that
higher extended cycle times lead to lower buffer time.

Third, there is a reinforcing relationship between the extended cycle time and energy consumption
for the IC and a balancing relationship between the extended cycle time and energy consumption
for the SPR, see Figure 11. This can also be seen in Figure 12. Each of the lines in the left plot in
the figure represents the fixed percentage of running time supplements of the IC, while the running
time supplements of the SPR are varied. The right plot in the figure indicates the opposite by fixing
the running time supplements of the SPR and varying the running time supplements of the IC. The
figures clearly indicate that higher amount of supplements for the SPR leads to a higher extended
cycle time, while higher amounts of supplements for the IC leads to a lower extended cycle time
(homogenization). Moreover, Figure 12 shows the effect of diminish returns of the extra running
time compared to the extra extended cycle time by the gradient of the curve.
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Figure 12: The left plot shows the energy consumption over the extended cycle time for the case
Ah-Nm for fixed running time supplements of the IC and varying running time supplements for
the SPR. The right plot indicates the energy consumption over the extended cycle time for fixed
running time supplements of the SPR and varying running time supplements for the IC for the
case Ah-Nm.

Fourth, the relationship between buffer time and energy consumption is balancing for the IC and
reinforcing for the SPR, see Figure 11. Robustness can be improved by increasing the buffer time,
which is achieved by adding large amount of running time supplements to the IC and none to
the SPR (MTTC). This means that the fastest train gains the highest running time supplements.
However, for the objective of minimizing the energy consumption relatively more energy savings
can be achieved by adding extra running time supplement to the slowest train (SPR), while overall
themost energy can be saved by giving all trains themaximum amount of running time supplements.

4.4 Multiple objectives

In this section we consider the optimal solution of the multiple objectives as described in Section
4.2. We use two different methods to compute the optimal solutions. The first method is based on
the weighted sum and the second method is based on the standard Euclidean distance. We start
in Section 4.4.1 with a sensitivity analysis for determining the scaling and weight factors that are
needed for the weighed sum method. Section 4.4.2 discusses the results of the optimization with
the three objectives of minimizing total travel time, extended cycle time and maximizing the buffer
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time. The effects of including energy minimization to the other three objectives is discussed in
Section 4.4.3.

Sensitivity analysis scaling and weight factors

In this section we discuss the sensitivity analysis to determine the scaling and weight factors for
the weighted sum method. We first give the outline of the approach in five steps. Afterwards, we
present the main results of the sensitivity analysis. The results are used to compute the different
multiple objective values using the two methods.

We started by doing a sensitivity analysis to determine the scaling factors of the three-objective
optimization function, i.e., the total running time, extended cycle time, and total buffer time. We
considered the minimum, medium and maximum relationship instead of the average relationship
as given by Eq. (18). Second, we did a sensitivity analysis for the weight factors of the three
objectives, where we assumed F4 = 0. We started by finding the correlation between the total
running time and extended cycle time by varying the weight factor F1 (and F2) on the interval
[0,0.66], with a constant weight factor for the buffer time (i.e. F3 = 0.33). Afterwards, we looked
for the correlation between the extended cycle time and total buffer time by varying the weight
factor F2 (and F3) on the interval [0,0.66] given a constant value of the weight factor for the total
running time (i.e. F1 = 0.33). Third, we determined the scaling factor for energy consumptionl by
including the energy consumption objective with the three other objectives and varying the scaling
factor. We varied the scaling factor l on the interval [0,20] while using equal weight factors for
all objectives in order to scale the energy consumption objective (i.e. F1 = F2 = F3 = F4 = 0.25).
Fourth, given the relationship between the three objectives and the scaling factor for the energy
consumption we applied the sensitivity analysis of the weight factor F4 on the interval [0,1] for
the energy consumption considering the four-objective optimization problem. We varied the value
of F4 and we assumed the other weight factors to be equal to each other (i.e. F1 = F2 = F3). Fifth,
we investigated the relationship between the extended cycle time that is related to the infrastructure
occupation, and the total energy consumption by doing two sensitivity analyse. During the first
sensitivity analysis we varied the weight factors F2 and F4 between 0 and 0.5 and we set the other
weight factors equal to 0.25 (i.e. F1 = F3 = 0.25). We added a second sensitivity scenario in
which we considered only the objectives of extended cycle time and energy consumption by setting
F1 = F3 = 0, and we varied the values of F2 and F4 between 0 and 1.

The results of the scaling factors given in Eq. (18) show that the scaling factors are robust. The
sensitivity analysis of theweight factors of the three different objectives indicate that three objectives
are stable for varying the different single weight factors. Since the three objectives are already
scaled by Eq. (18), we choose equal weights for them, i.e. F1 = F2 = F3 = 0.33. The results of
the sensitivity analysis of the scaling factor l for the energy consumption are shown in Figure
13. The left plot in this figure indicates the effect of varying the scaling factor of the energy
consumption l for the single objectives (left y-axis) and for the multiple objectives (right y-axis),
due to the different magnitude. The right plot shows the optimal solution for the relative amount
of running time supplements for the IC and SPR that leads to the optimal value given the scaling
factor value l. The results indicate that /� is not sensitive on different intervals of l. Stability
for the objectives is reached when l ∈ [4.6,13], however, this leads to relatively large amount of
running time supplements (15% IC and 11.5% SPR). From a practical perspective the running time
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Figure 13: The left plot shows the sensitivity analysis by varying the scaling factor of the energy
consumption l related to the single objectives (left y-axis) and weighted sum value (right y-axis).
The right plot indicates the running time supplements (RTS) for the IC and SPR given the vary-
ing weight factor of the energy consumption l.

supplements at NS should be at least 8% and not too big, therefore, we choose the 12% for the
IC and 9.5% for the SPR which leads to a scaling factor l = 1. We choose equal weight factors
for all objectives in the rest of the paper based on the sensitivity analysis of weight factor F4,
i.e. F1 = F2 = F3 = F4 = 0.25, because +', +2, +� and +� are not sensitive on different intervals
of F4. The results of the first sensitivity analysis between the extended cycle time and energy
consumption indicate that both +2 and +� are relatively stable for the varying weight factor for
the energy consumption, and the capacity consumption is about 80%. The results of the second
sensitivity analysis indicate that the lower the value of F4, the higher the total energy consumption
and the lower the extended cycle time, and thus the lower the infrastructure occupation when the
frequency remains the same (i.e. 4 IC-SPR cycles per hour). In addition, low values of F4 lead to
a low amount of running time supplements for the SPR (i.e. homogenization), while high values
of F4 lead to a high amount of running time supplement for the SPR. The relative amount of
running time supplements for the IC remains constant for varying values of F4 (15% running time
supplements).

Results for multiple objectives without energy consumption

We start by analyzing the results considering the multiple-objective function with the three objec-
tives: total running time, extended cycle time and total buffer time (thus without energy consump-
tion). The top 10 Pareto-optimal solutions can be found in Table 2. The top 10 of optimal values
are sorted according to the order of the weighted sum (from low to high), because in this method
the different objectives are scaled and weighted. The optimal solution (U = 193.7) is achieved by
0.5% running time supplements for the IC and 4% running time supplements for the SPR. This
leads to relatively low amount of total running time (1506 s) for the IC-SPR cycle as well as high
amount of buffer time (239 s, close to the maximum buffer time in Table 13). The total energy
consumption is about 736 kWh and the capacity consumption is about 80%. The drawback for this
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solution is that the extended cycle time is relatively high, which leads to a maximum frequency of
4 IC-SPR cycles per hour. In addition, the optimal solution considering the weighed sum method
is the same as considering the Euclidian distance, although their value is different (U = 193.7 and
V = 0.5674). This is caused by the fact that the total running time is close to its minimum value
and the buffer time is almost its maximum value. The right plot in Figure 7 shows the resulting
compressed timetable for the optimal solution with the critical block sections 3 (IC-SPR) and 17
(SPR-IC). The top 10 of U-optimal solutions shows that optimal solutions consider very low amount
of running time supplements for the IC and slightly higher amount of running time supplements
for the SPR. In addition, the top-10 order of the U-optimal solutions are different compared to the
V-optimal solutions, due to the scaling of the objectives in the weighted sum method.

In the Netherlands the norm for running time supplements for each train is at least 8% for timetable
stability. If we include this NS constraint to determine the optimal solution according to the
weighted sum method, the running time supplements should be 10.5% for the IC and 8.5% for
the SPR (U = 225.6) as can be seen in Table 2. The result is far away from the optimal solution
without the constraint of at least 8% running time supplements for the IC and SPR, which leads to
relatively a high amount of running time. The compressed timetable of this scenario is shown in
the left plot in Figure 14, indicating the critical block sections 3 (IC-SPR) and 17 (SPR-IC). The
main difference compared to the top 10 U-optimal solutions is the increase in total running time.
Therefore, this optimal solution could only be achieved by adding the constraints of at least 8%
running time supplements given the three-objective optimization.
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Figure 14: The left plot shows for the case Ah-Nm for the IC (green) and SPR (blue) compressed
blocking time diagram for the EETC driving strategies with 10.5% running time supplements for
the IC and 8.5% running time supplements for the SPR. The right plot indicates the IC (green)
and SPR (blue) compressed blocking time diagram for the case Ah-Nm for the EETC driving
strategies with 12% running time supplements for the IC and 9.5% running time supplements for
the SPR.

Results for all objectives including energy consumption

Here we consider the four objectives in the multiple-objective optimization: total running time,
extended cycle time, buffer time, and energy consumption. The results can be found in Table 3. The
optimal solution according to theweighted summethod (U = 298.3) is achieved by 12% running time
supplements for the IC and 9.5% running time supplements for the SPR. This solution complies to
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Table 2: First 10 Pareto-optimal solutions and NS constrained optimal solution (No. U 21) with
30 s minimum buffer time considering the objectives total running time /', extended cycle time
/2 and buffer time /1 for the real-world case Ah-Nm using the weighted sum method (sorted
from low to high according to U).

No. U No. V RTS IC RTS SPR /' /2 /1 /� 5 � U V

(%) (%) (s) (s) (s) (kWh) (-) (%)
1 1 0.5 4.0 1506.0 720.6 239.4 735.8 4 80.1 193.7 0.5674
2 11 1.5 4.5 1516.6 721.2 238.8 678.6 4 80.1 199.7 0.5858
3 20 3.0 5.0 1530.4 720.3 239.7 628.0 4 80.0 200.5 0.6073
4 2 0.0 4.5 1502.8 723.0 237.0 816.3 4 80.3 202.6 0.5748
5 13 1.0 4.5 1513.3 722.6 237.4 698.1 4 80.3 204.2 0.5869
6 32 4.0 5.5 1540.9 721.4 238.6 606.9 4 80.2 208.6 0.6350
7 22 2.5 5.0 1527.2 722.8 237.2 644.4 4 80.3 209.7 0.6118
8 14 0.5 4.0 1510.1 724.8 235.2 727.0 4 80.5 212.5 0.5929
9 42 5.0 6.0 1551.5 721.6 238.4 590.0 4 80.2 213.0 0.6616
10 21 2.0 5.0 1523.9 724.0 236.0 654.3 4 80.4 213.7 0.6114

21 204 10.5 8.5 1607.5 720.2 239.8 520.8 4 80.0 225.6 0.8265
Legend: U = weighted sum, V = standardized Euclidean distance, IC = Intercity, SPR = Sprinter, RTS = running time
supplements, /' = minimum running time objective, /2 = minimum extended cycle time objective, /1 = maximum
buffer time objective, /� = minimum energy consumption objective, 5 = frequency of IC-SPR cycles per hour, � =
capacity consumption.

the NS constraint optimal solution of at least 8% running time supplements for the IC and the SPR.
The compressed timetable of this scenario can be seen in the right plot in Figure 14, indicating that
the critical block sections are block section 3 (IC-SPR) and 17 (SPR-IC). The optimal solution leads
to a total running time of 1625 s, an extended cycle time of 720 s (frequency of 4 IC-SPR cycles per
hour), 240 s buffer time, a capacity consumption of 80%, and an energy consumption of 498 kWh.
We can see that including the energy consumption into the multiple-objective optimization leads
to higher running times, but the resulting extended cycle time and buffer time are almost the same.
Therefore, including energy consumption in the multiple-objective optimization only influences the
total running time (i.e. balance total running time and energy consumption). Analyzing the top 10
optimal solutions according to the weighted sum method shows that the running time supplements
of the IC vary between 7% and 14.5%while the running time supplements of the SPR vary between
7.5% and 11% and are in general relatively smaller than the IC. The optimal values of the extended
cycle time and buffer time remain about the same (small fluctuations), while there are bigger
fluctuations in the total running time and energy consumption. Moreover, the results of the top
10 U-optimal solutions are completely different compared to the V-optimal solutions, because in
the weighted sum method all different objectives are scaled to each other, and in the standardized
Euclidean distance the variables are only normalized on the interval [0, 1].

4.5 Effect of varying minimum buffer time

We investigated the effect of varying the minimum buffer time on the optimal solution. Therefore,
we included two scenarios: one with 0 s (Table 4) and one with 60 s (Table 5) minimum buffer
time for each train instead of 30 s (Table 3). Since the minimum buffer time is constant for all
trains over the complete trajectory, the results indicate that the optimal solutions considering the
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Table 3: First 10 Pareto-optimal solutions with 30 s minimum buffer time considering the objec-
tives total running time /', extended cycle time /2, buffer time /1 and energy consumption /�
for the real-world case Ah-Nm using the weighted sum method (sorted from low to high accord-
ing to U).

No. U No. V RTS IC RTS SPR /' /2 /1 /� 5 � U V

(%) (%) (s) (s) (s) (kWh) (-) (%)
1 205 12.0 9.5 1625.4 720.2 239.8 498.4 4 80.0 298.3 0.8955
2 271 13.0 10.0 1636.0 720.1 239.9 489.9 4 80.0 298.4 0.9319
3 344 14.0 10.5 1646.5 720.1 239.9 479.4 4 80.0 298.5 0.9694
4 116 10.5 8.5 1607.5 720.2 239.8 520.8 4 80.5 299.4 0.8389
5 152 13.0 9.0 1614.9 720.6 239.4 510.6 4 80.1 299.9 0.8624
6 44 8.0 7.5 1583.2 721.5 238.5 545.2 4 80.2 303.7 0.7741
7 68 9.0 8.0 1593.7 721.8 238.2 532.9 4 80.2 303.9 0.8028
8 25 7.0 7.0 1572.6 721.4 238.6 558.6 4 80.2 303.9 0.7489
9 197 11.5 9.5 1622.2 722.1 237.9 501.4 4 80.2 304.3 0.8905
10 414 14.5 11.0 1653.9 722.0 238.0 473.1 4 80.2 304.9 1.0020

Legend: U = weighted sum, V = standardized Euclidean distance, IC = Intercity, SPR = Sprinter, RTS = running time
supplements, /' = minimum running time objective, /2 = minimum extended cycle time objective, /1 = maximum
buffer time objective, /� = minimum energy consumption objective, 5 = frequency of IC-SPR cycles per hour, � =
capacity consumption.

weighted sum and the Euclidean distance remain the same, except the value of the weighted sum.
The change in buffer time only leads to a different total buffer time, extended cycle time, frequency
and capacity consumption. In general higher minimum buffer time leads to lower frequencies of
IC-SPR cycles per hour. If we consider a fixed frequency of IC-SPR cycles per hour, then the
higher the minimum buffer time, the higher the capacity consumption. We can thus conclude that
the change in minimum buffer time does not influence the results for the weighted sum and the
standard Euclidean distance.

4.6 Discussion of the main results

In this section we discuss the main results achieved by the case study. We make a distinction
between results of the single objectives, the interaction between objectives, the sensitivity analysis
for the scaling and weight factors, and the multiple objectives. The main results of the case study
are the causal loop diagram in Figure 11 that indicates the relationship between the objectives,
and the application of two methods to compute the optimal solutions, which show that only the
total running time is influenced by including the energy consumption in the multiple-objective
optimization.

First, we focus on the main results for the single objectives. Basically, optimizing for the different
single objectives leads to different results. The MTTC driving strategy gives the optimal timetable
considering the total running times. Homogenization by increasing the running times of the SPR
and decreasing the running times of the IC leads to the optimal solution for minimizing the extended
cycle time, which also results into the highest buffer times (if the frequency remains the same).
Minimizing the total traction energy consumption leads to maximum amount of running time
supplements for the EETC driving strategy of both IC and SPR.
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Table 4: First 10 Pareto-optimal solutions with 0 s minimum buffer time considering the objec-
tives total running time /', extended cycle time /2, buffer time /1 and energy consumption /�
for the real-world case Ah-Nm using the weighted sum method (sorted from low to high accord-
ing to U).

No. U No. V RTS IC RTS SPR /' /2 /1 /� 5 � U V

(%) (%) (s) (s) (s) (kWh) (-) (%)
1 205 12.0 9.5 1625.4 720.2 179.8 498.4 5 91.7 455.0 0.8955
2 271 13.0 10.0 1636.0 720.1 179.9 489.9 5 91.7 455.2 0.9319
3 344 14.0 10.5 1646.5 720.1 179.9 479.4 5 91.7 455.3 0.9694
4 116 10.5 8.5 1607.5 720.2 179.8 520.8 5 91.7 456.2 0.8389
5 152 13.0 9.0 1614.9 720.6 179.4 510.6 5 91.7 456.7 0.8624
6 44 8.0 7.5 1583.2 721.5 178.5 545.2 5 91.9 460.4 0.7741
7 68 9.0 8.0 1593.7 721.8 178.2 532.9 5 91.9 460.7 0.8028
8 25 7.0 7.0 1572.6 721.4 178.6 558.6 5 91.9 460.7 0.7489
9 197 11.5 9.5 1622.2 722.1 177.9 501.4 5 92.0 461.0 0.8905
10 414 14.5 11.0 1653.9 722.0 178.0 473.1 5 92.0 461.7 1.0020

Legend: U = weighted sum, V = standardized Euclidean distance, IC = Intercity, SPR = Sprinter, RTS = running time
supplements, /' = minimum running time objective, /2 = minimum extended cycle time objective, /1 = maximum
buffer time objective, /� = minimum energy consumption objective, 5 = frequency of IC-SPR cycles per hour, � =
capacity consumption.

Table 5: First 10 Pareto-optimal solutions with 60 s minimum buffer time considering the objec-
tives total running time /', extended cycle time /2, buffer time /1 and energy consumption /�
for the real-world case Ah-Nm using the weighted sum method (sorted from low to high accord-
ing to U).

No. U No. V RTS IC RTS SPR /' /2 /1 /� 5 � U V

(%) (%) (s) (s) (s) (kWh) (-) (%)
1 205 12.0 9.5 1625.4 720.2 299.8 498.4 4 86.7 141.5 0.8955
2 271 13.0 10.0 1636.0 720.1 299.9 489.9 4 86.7 141.6 0.9319
3 344 14.0 10.5 1646.5 720.1 299.9 479.4 4 86.7 141.7 0.9694
4 116 10.5 8.5 1607.5 720.2 299.8 520.8 4 86.7 142.6 0.8389
5 152 13.0 9.0 1614.9 720.6 299.4 510.6 4 86.7 143.1 0.8624
6 44 8.0 7.5 1583.2 721.5 298.5 545.2 4 86.8 146.9 0.7741
7 68 9.0 8.0 1593.7 721.8 298.2 532.9 4 86.9 147.2 0.8028
8 25 7.0 7.0 1572.6 721.4 298.6 558.6 4 86.8 147.2 0.7489
9 197 11.5 9.5 1622.2 722.1 297.9 501.4 4 86.9 147.5 0.8905
10 414 14.5 11.0 1653.9 722.0 298.0 473.1 4 86.9 148.2 1.0020

Legend: U = weighted sum, V = standardized Euclidean distance, IC = Intercity, SPR = Sprinter, RTS = running time
supplements, /' = minimum running time objective, /2 = minimum extended cycle time objective, /1 = maximum
buffer time objective, /� = minimum energy consumption objective, 5 = frequency of IC-SPR cycles per hour, � =
capacity consumption.
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Second, the main results regarding the interaction between the different single objectives indicates
the clear linear balancing relationship between the extended cycle time and the buffer time. There is
also a balancing relationship between the objectives of total running time and energy consumption.
The interaction with the other objectives depends for the IC or SPR whether it is balancing or
reinforcing.

Third, in order to apply the weighted sum method, we defined the scaling and weight factors. The
result indicate that the average ratio between the extended cycle time and total running time, and
between the total buffer time and total running time can be used as scaling factor, where the the total
running time is the reference (scaling factor 1). In addition, the sensitivity analysis indicates that
the scaling factor 1 for the total energy consumption leads to the best balanced optimal results given
the practical constraint of at least 8% running time supplements for each train. We also applied
a sensitivity analysis for the weight factors and found that equal weight factors for all objectives
leads to the best balanced results, because the objective values were already scaled. Finally, we
did a sensitivity analysis for the weight factors of extended cycle time and energy consumption,
which indicates that the extended cycle time varies limited. Only by excluding the objectives of total
running time and total buffer time, we found that the extended cycle time (and thus the infrastructure
occupation) varies for different weight factors and that there is a balancing relationship between
the extended cycle time and total energy consumption.

Fourth, the main results regarding the multiple objectives show that only the objective of total
running time is influenced by including the objective of total energy consumption in the multiple-
objective optimization (i.e. the extended cycle time and buffer time remain the same). The results
also indicates that (considering the three objectives of total running time, extended cycle time and
buffer time) there is only a trade-off between the extended cycle time (and thus frequency) and the
buffer time (i.e. the total running time remain the same). In addition, the results show that changing
the minimum buffer time does not influence the optimal results (only changes the extended cycle
time and total buffer time). Finally, the results of the weighted sum and standard Euclidean distance
method are different when all four objectives are considered. This is caused by the the fact that the
weighted sum method includes scaling of the different single objectives, which is not considered
for the standard Euclidean distance method.

5. Conclusions

We considered the topic of energy-efficient train timetabling by investigating the multiple-objective
optimization problem for a cyclic pattern of trains on a railway line. The aim was to minimize the
total running time, the infrastructure occupation (by the extended cycle time) and energy consump-
tion and to maximize the robustness (by the total buffer time) of the timetable, while guaranteeing
a conflict-free timetable using the blocking time theory. We introduced the term extended cycle
time that expanded the cycle time with a fixed minimum buffer time that is commonly applied by
railway undertakings and infrastructure managers to cope with robustness. We investigated the
effect of including energy consumption to the multiple-objective timetable optimization problem
of total running time, infrastructure occupation and robustness.

We used a constructive brute force search algorithm in order to determine the optimal objective
values. We first computed the different driving strategies including the blocking times by varying
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the running time supplements for all trains. Then we applied the timetable compression method to
compute the minimum extended cycle time and the buffer time between each train cycle. Thus, we
computed the single objective values for the total running time, extended cycle time, buffer time and
energy consumption, using the given amount of running times of the trains. Finally, we used two
different methods to compute the multiple-objective solution: the weighted sum and the standard
Euclidean distance method. The methods used in this paper basically transform the multiple-
objective optimization functions into a single objective function. Future research will focus on
different methods to solve the multiple-objective optimization problem directly by determining the
Pareto frontier instead of a single Pareto optimal solution, such as the Y-constraint method (Yan
et al., 2019).

We applied the methods to a real-world case study on the Dutch railway corridor with alternating
Intercity and Sprinter train services without intermediate overtaking. There is a clear linear
balancing relationship between the extended cycle time and buffer time, which indicates that an
increase in the extended cycle time leads to a decrease in the buffer time. In addition, we found a
balancing relationship between the total running time and energy consumption without influencing
the infrastructure occupation and robustness. We also observed a balancing relationship between the
extended cycle time and total energy consumption. Finally, we found that changing the minimum
buffer time does not influence the optimal solution.

We conclude that taking energy consumption into account is a good method for RUs to balance
total running time without affecting capacity and robustness. RUs should note that minimizing
the infrastructure occupation results into homogenization, which leads to limited running time
supplements for the slowest train, while high amount of running time supplements are allocated to
the fastest train. Minimizing the cycle times enables RUs to increase the frequency of trains, but
this reduces the total buffer time.

In this paper we focused on changing the extended cycle time by influencing the running times. The
extended cycle time can also be improved by including overtaking possibilities for the IC, skipping
stops for the SPR or changing the rolling stock formation. Future research will focus on the effect
of these measures on the results of the multiple-objective optimization.

Regenerative braking can lead to extra energy savings and can reduce the power peak supply around
stations, but can also influence the trade-off with the other three objectives. Therefore, future
research will focus on synchronizing accelerating and regenerative braking trains by including
the transmission of regenerated energy over the power supply system in the multiple-objective
optimization problem.

Finally, we applied an integrated approach for the multiple-objective timetable optimization prob-
lem. However, this approach increases the complexity of the model. In addition, the results also
indicated relationships between mainly two objectives (with limited effect on the other objectives).
Therefore, similar to Goverde et al. (2016), future research could focus on a sequential approach to
solve the problem, without substantial loss of optimality. However, instead of considering the en-
ergy consumption after the other objectives, the sequential approach could start by first optimizing
both the objectives of total running time and energy consumption. Afterwards, the infrastructure
occupation and robustness can be optimized, given constraints regarding the total running time and
energy consumption.
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Appendices
A. Input case study

This appendix presents the input used for the case study. Table 6 shows the infrastructure data used for the
case study in this paper with information about the gradients, speed limits and signal locations. The details
about the rolling stock characteristics are shown in Table 7 and the timetable characteristics are visualized
in Table 8.

Table 6: Infrastructure elements and related distance towards station Ah divided into block sec-
tions (ProRail, 2020). Legend: speed marker board indicates speed limit by multiplying the value
by 10 (km/h), i.e., speed marker board 11 means speed limit of 110 km/h.

Infrastructure element Distance from Ah Infrastructure element Distance from Ah
(km) (km)

Station Ah & speed marker board 6 & gradient 0o/oo 0 Block signal 824 7.981

Entry/exit signal 2104 & speed marker board 8 0.420 Entry/exit signal A822 9.111

Speed marker board 11 0.906 Block signal 822 9.841

Entry/exit signal 2032 1.041 Station Est 10.309

Entry/exit signal 2014 1.621 Speed marker board 13 10.808

Gradient -11.6o/oo 1.866 Entry/exit signal 404 10.933

Gradient -5.9o/oo 1.882 Entry/exit signal 408 11.775

Gradient -4.4o/oo 2.045 Entry/exit signal 444 12.665
Gradient -6.1o/oo 2.353 Speed marker board 14 12.960

Gradient -2.25o/oo 2.711 Block signal 810 13.898

Block signal 834 2.807 Gradient 5.0o/oo 14.311

Gradient 0o/oo 2.911 Block signal 806 15.221
Speed marker board 14 2.973 Station Nml 16.054

Block signal 830 3.936 Speed marker board 11 16.336

Gradient -3.8o/oo 4.311 Entry/exit signal 166 16.521
Gradient -5.0o/oo 4.511 Speed marker board 4 17.656

Block signal 828 5.261 Gradient 0o/oo 17.211

Station Ahz 5.877 Entry/exit signal 162 17.791

Block signal 826 6.628 Station Nm 18.500

Gradient -2.5o/oo 6.811 Entry/exit signal 118 18.542
Gradient 0o/oo 7.211
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Table 7: Standard rolling stock characteristics (NS, 2020).

Rolling stock characteristic IC SPR
Rolling stock type VIRM-1 XII FLIRT-HRN IX
Number of coaches/wagons 12 (6+6) 9 (3+3+3)
Train length 324 m 189.6 m
Total train weight 782,000 kg 400,245 kg
Rotating mass factor 1.06 1.08
Maximum traction force 427.8 kN 387.0 kN
Maximum power 4,314.0 kW 4,407.0 kW
Maximum service braking deceleration 0.5 m/s2 0.5 m/s2

Traction efficiency 87.5% 90.6%
Maximum allowed speed 140 km/h 140 km/h
Train resistance equation:
A0 + A1 E + A2 E

2

A0 5,440.90 N 3,253.82 N
A1 100.08 Ns/m 525.00 Ns/m
A2 18.144 Ns2/m2 4.239 Ns2/m2

Table 8: Timetable characteristics and blocking time parameters.

Characteristic Value
Gravitational acceleration 6 9.81 m/s2

Setup time interlocking area 12 s
Setup time open track 0 s
Driver sight and reaction time 9 s
Release time 2 s
Minimum dwell time SPR at intermediate stations 42 s
Minimum buffer time between two trains 30 s

B. Main results

This appendix presents the tables of the main results. Table 9 and Table 10 focus on the individual results of
the IC and SPR train regarding the speed profile and running time supplement distribution. Table 9 shows
the results of the different driving strategies of the IC and SPR by varying the running time supplements.
The optimal running time supplement distribution for the SPR over the complete trajectory is shown in Table
10. Afterwards, the Tables 11–14 are focused on the results of the IC-SPR cycle. Table 11 shows the total
running time per IC-SPR cycle for different running times for the IC and SPR. The extended cycle time for
the IC-SPR cycles can be found in Table 12. The total buffer time for the different IC-SPR cycles is shown
in Table 13. Finally, Table 14 shows the energy consumption of the different IC-SPR cycles.
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Table 9: Results of the different driving strategies with varying running time supplements of the
IC and SPR for the real-world case Ah-Nm.

Scenario Figure Trip Running time Energy Energy # Computation
time supplements consumption saving time
(s) (%) (kWh) (%) (s)

Case Ah-Nm IC MTTC 4 643.1 0 456.2 0 200 36.8
Case Ah-Nm IC EETC 1% 4 649.6 1.0 346.9 24.0 200 53.0
Case Ah-Nm IC EETC 2% 4 656.0 2.0 313.2 31.3 200 34.4
Case Ah-Nm IC EETC 3% 4 662.4 3.0 286.9 37.1 200 28.0
Case Ah-Nm IC EETC 4% 4 668.9 4.0 274.1 39.9 200 29.6
Case Ah-Nm IC EETC 5% 4 675.3 5.0 264.3 42.1 200 50.9
Case Ah-Nm IC EETC 6% 4 681.7 6.0 255.7 44.0 200 56.2
Case Ah-Nm IC EETC 7% 4 688.2 7.0 246.4 46.0 200 48.2
Case Ah-Nm IC EETC 8% 4 694.6 8.0 238.9 47.6 200 47.7
Case Ah-Nm IC EETC 9% 4 701.0 9.0 232.4 49.1 200 36.0
Case Ah-Nm IC EETC 10% 4 707.4 10.0 227.0 50.2 200 61.0
Case Ah-Nm IC EETC 11% 4 713.9 11.0 219.5 51.9 200 30.0
Case Ah-Nm IC EETC 12% 4 720.3 12.0 212.4 53.4 200 81.5
Case Ah-Nm IC EETC 13% 4 726.7 13.0 208.4 54.3 200 43.8
Case Ah-Nm IC EETC 14% 4 733.1 14.0 202.6 55.6 200 83.5
Case Ah-Nm IC EETC 15% 4 739.6 15.0 196.9 56.8 200 27.7

Case Ah-Nm SPR MTTC 5 826.7 0 550.8 0 500 94.5
Case Ah-Nm SPR EETC 1% 5 834.9 1.0 449.7 18.4 600 238.4
Case Ah-Nm SPR EETC 2% 5 843.1 2.0 410.4 25.5 600 263.6
Case Ah-Nm SPR EETC 3% 5 851.4 3.0 381.9 30.7 600 262.0
Case Ah-Nm SPR EETC 4% 5 859.6 4.0 360.1 34.6 600 185.5
Case Ah-Nm SPR EETC 5% 5 867.9 5.0 341.1 38.1 600 323.3
Case Ah-Nm SPR EETC 6% 5 876.2 6.0 325.7 40.9 600 223.2
Case Ah-Nm SPR EETC 7% 5 884.5 7.0 312.2 43.3 600 171.9
Case Ah-Nm SPR EETC 8% 5 892.7 8.0 300.6 45.4 600 389.6
Case Ah-Nm SPR EETC 9% 5 901.0 9.0 291.0 47.2 650 311.4
Case Ah-Nm SPR EETC 10% 5 909.2 10.0 281.5 48.9 650 276.3
Case Ah-Nm SPR EETC 11% 5 917.5 11.0 273.4 50.4 670 325.2
Case Ah-Nm SPR EETC 12% 5 925.8 12.0 264.3 52.0 670 497.4
Case Ah-Nm SPR EETC 13% 5 934.1 13.0 256.6 53.4 670 348.7
Case Ah-Nm SPR EETC 14% 5 942.3 14.0 249.2 54.8 700 685.9
Case Ah-Nm SPR EETC 15% 5 950.6 15.0 242.4 56.0 700 471.3

Legend: # = number of collocation points, IC = Intercity, SPR = Sprinter, MTTC = minimum time train control,
EETC = energy-efficient train control.
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Table 10: Optimal running time supplement distribution for SPR for each section of the different real-world case Ah-Nm scenarios.

Scenario RTS RTS RTS RTS RTS Max. Max. Max. Max.
speed speed speed speed

Ah–Ahz Ahz–Est Est–Nml Nml–Nm Ah–Nm Ah–Ahz Ahz–Est Est–Nml Nml–Nm
(s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (km/h) (km/h) (km/h) (km/h)

Case Ah–Nm SPR MTTC 0.0 (0.0%) 0.0 (0.0%) 0.0 (0.0%) 0.0 (0.0%) 0.0 (0.0%) 140.0 140.0 140.0 101.5
Case Ah–Nm SPR EETC 1% 3.0 (1.2%) 2.2 (1.2%) 1.7 (0.8%) 1.3 (0.7%) 8.2 (1.0%) 126.3 134.4 140.0 91.2
Case Ah–Nm SPR EETC 2% 5.8 (2.3%) 4.6 (2.5%) 3.9 (1.8%) 2.2 (1.2%) 16.4 (2.0%) 119.6 129.2 135.9 88.1
Case Ah–Nm SPR EETC 3% 7.5 (3.0%) 7.3 (4.0%) 6.5 (3.0%) 3.4 (1.9%) 24.7 (3.0%) 116.9 124.3 131.8 85.2
Case Ah–Nm SPR EETC 4% 8.9 (3.6%) 10.2 (5.6%) 9.4 (4.3%) 4.5 (2.5%) 32.9 (4.0%) 114.4 120.5 130.0 83.3
Case Ah–Nm SPR EETC 5% 12.1 (4.9%) 12.7 (7.0%) 10.9 (5.0%) 5.4 (3.0%) 41.2 (5.0%) 110.0 117.5 130.0 81.4
Case Ah–Nm SPR EETC 6% 12.9 (5.2%) 15.9 (8.7%) 13.3 (6.2%) 7.4 (4.1%) 49.5 (6.0%) 110.0 114.4 128.7 78.8
Case Ah–Nm SPR EETC 7% 13.2 (5.3%) 18.9 (10.4%) 17.3 (8.0%) 8.4 (4.7%) 57.8 (7.0%) 110.0 111.2 125.6 77.4
Case Ah–Nm SPR EETC 8% 13.3 (5.3%) 22.4 (12.3%) 21.1 (9.7%) 9.3 (5.2%) 66.0 (8.0%) 110.0 108.0 122.9 76.3
Case Ah–Nm SPR EETC 9% 15.3 (6.1%) 24.5 (13.5%) 23.7 (11.0%) 10.8 (6.0%) 74.3 (9.0%) 108.5 106.5 121.4 74.6
Case Ah–Nm SPR EETC 10% 18.1 (7.3%) 26.6 (14.6%) 25.9 (12.0%) 11.9 (6.6%) 82.5 (10.0%) 106.3 104.6 120.0 73.5
Case Ah–Nm SPR EETC 11% 18.3 (7.4%) 27.6 (15.2%) 27.3 (12.6%) 17.6 (9.8%) 90.8 (11.0%) 106.0 103.9 119.2 69.0
Case Ah–Nm SPR EETC 12% 22.5 (9.0%) 30.7 (16.9%) 31.7 (14.7%) 14.2 (7.9%) 99.1 (12.0%) 102.6 101.8 116.9 71.7
Case Ah–Nm SPR EETC 13% 25.7 (10.3%) 33.3 (18.3%) 34.1 (15.8%) 14.3 (8.0%) 107.4 (13.0%) 100.6 100.0 115.6 71.7
Case Ah–Nm SPR EETC 14% 27.8 (11.2%) 35.6 (19.6%) 35.8 (16.6%) 16.3 (9.1%) 115.6 (14.0%) 99.1 98.4 114.7 70.1
Case Ah–Nm SPR EETC 15% 30.5 (12.2%) 37.9 (20.9%) 38.6 (17.9%) 16.9 (9.4%) 123.9 (15.0%) 97.6 97.1 113.4 69.5

Legend: RTS = running time supplement, Max. = maximum, IC = Intercity, SPR = Sprinter, MTTC = minimum time train control, EETC = energy-efficient train
control, Ah = Arnhem Central, Ahz = Arnhem South, Est = Elst, Nml = Nijmegen Lent, Nm = Nijmegen.
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Table 11: Total running time (s) per IC-SPR cycle for different running time supplements for the real-world case study Ah-Nm.
Running time supplements IC 0% IC 1% IC 2% IC 3% IC 4% IC 5% IC 6% IC 7% IC 8% IC 9% IC 10% IC 11% IC 12% IC 13% IC 14% IC 15%

SPR 0% 1469.8 1476.3 1482.7 1489.1 1495.6 1502.0 1508.4 1514.9 1521.3 1527.7 1534.1 1540.6 1547.0 1553.4 1559.8 1566.3
SPR 1% 1478.0 1484.4 1490.9 1497.3 1503.7 1510.1 1516.6 1523.0 1529.4 1535.9 1542.3 1548.7 1555.2 1561.6 1568.0 1574.5
SPR 2% 1486.3 1492.7 1499.1 1505.6 1512.0 1518.4 1524.8 1531.3 1537.7 1544.1 1550.6 1557.0 1563.4 1569.9 1576.2 1582.7
SPR 3% 1494.5 1500.9 1507.4 1513.8 1520.2 1526.7 1533.1 1539.5 1545.9 1552.4 1558.8 1565.2 1571.7 1578.1 1584.5 1591.0
SPR 4% 1502.8 1509.2 1515.6 1522.1 1528.5 1534.9 1541.4 1547.8 1554.2 1560.6 1567.1 1573.5 1579.9 1586.4 1592.7 1599.2
SPR 5% 1511.1 1517.5 1523.9 1530.4 1536.8 1543.2 1549.7 1556.1 1562.5 1569.0 1575.4 1581.8 1588.2 1594.7 1601.0 1607.5
SPR 6% 1519.3 1525.8 1532.2 1538.6 1545.1 1551.5 1557.9 1564.4 1570.8 1577.2 1583.7 1590.1 1596.5 1602.9 1609.3 1615.8
SPR 7% 1527.6 1534.0 1540.5 1546.9 1553.3 1559.7 1566.2 1572.6 1579.0 1585.5 1591.9 1598.3 1604.8 1611.2 1617.6 1624.1
SPR 8% 1535.9 1542.3 1548.7 1555.1 1561.6 1568.0 1574.4 1580.9 1587.3 1593.7 1600.2 1606.6 1613.0 1619.5 1625.8 1632.3
SPR 9% 1544.1 1550.6 1557.0 1563.4 1569.9 1576.3 1582.7 1589.2 1595.6 1602.0 1608.4 1614.9 1621.3 1627.7 1634.1 1640.6
SPR 10% 1552.4 1558.8 1565.2 1571.7 1578.1 1584.5 1591.0 1597.4 1603.8 1610.3 1616.7 1623.1 1629.6 1636.0 1642.3 1648.8
SPR 11% 1560.7 1567.1 1573.5 1579.9 1586.4 1592.8 1599.2 1605.7 1612.1 1618.5 1625.0 1631.4 1637.8 1644.3 1650.6 1657.1
SPR 12% 1568.9 1575.4 1581.8 1588.2 1594.7 1601.1 1607.5 1614.0 1620.4 1626.8 1633.2 1639.7 1646.1 1652.5 1658.9 1665.4
SPR 13% 1577.2 1583.6 1590.1 1596.5 1602.9 1609.4 1615.8 1622.2 1628.7 1635.1 1641.5 1647.9 1654.4 1660.8 1667.2 1673.7
SPR 14% 1585.4 1591.9 1598.3 1604.7 1611.2 1617.6 1624.0 1630.5 1636.9 1643.3 1649.8 1656.2 1662.6 1669.1 1675.4 1681.9
SPR 15% 1593.7 1600.2 1606.6 1613.0 1619.5 1625.9 1632.3 1638.7 1645.2 1651.6 1658.0 1664.5 1670.9 1677.3 1683.7 1690.2

Legend: IC = Intercity, SPR = Sprinter.

Table 12: Extended cycle time (s) per IC-SPR cycle for different running time supplements for the real-world case study Ah-Nm.
Running time supplements IC 0% IC 1% IC 2% IC 3% IC 4% IC 5% IC 6% IC 7% IC 8% IC 9% IC 10% IC 11% IC 12% IC 13% IC 14% IC 15%

SPR 0% 670.8 666.1 662.5 659.8 656.8 652.8 648.9 644.5 640.3 635.8 631.9 627.0 622.2 618.4 614.3 609.8
SPR 1% 698.3 693.7 690.9 687.3 684.3 680.4 676.4 671.9 667.9 664.0 660.2 654.5 650.0 645.8 641.7 637.3
SPR 2% 706.5 701.9 699.2 695.6 692.5 688.6 684.7 680.1 676.1 672.2 668.4 662.8 658.3 654.0 649.9 645.6
SPR 3% 714.8 710.2 707.5 703.8 700.8 696.9 692.9 688.4 684.4 680.5 676.7 671.0 666.5 662.3 658.2 653.8
SPR 4% 723.0 718.4 715.7 712.1 709.0 705.1 701.2 696.6 692.6 688.7 684.9 679.3 674.8 670.5 666.4 662.1
SPR 5% 731.3 726.7 724.0 720.3 717.3 713.4 709.4 704.9 700.9 697.0 693.2 687.5 683.0 678.8 674.7 670.3
SPR 6% 739.5 734.9 732.2 728.6 725.5 721.6 717.7 713.2 709.2 705.2 701.5 695.8 691.3 687.0 682.9 678.6
SPR 7% 747.8 743.2 740.5 736.8 733.8 729.9 725.9 721.4 717.4 713.5 709.7 704.0 699.5 695.3 691.2 686.8
SPR 8% 756.0 751.5 748.7 745.1 742.0 738.2 734.2 729.7 725.7 721.8 718.0 712.3 707.8 703.5 699.5 695.1
SPR 9% 764.3 759.7 757.0 753.4 750.3 746.4 742.5 737.9 733.9 730.0 726.2 720.6 716.1 711.8 707.7 703.3
SPR 10% 772.6 768.0 765.3 761.6 758.6 754.7 750.7 746.2 742.2 738.3 734.5 728.8 724.3 720.1 716.0 711.6
SPR 11% 780.7 776.1 773.4 769.8 766.7 762.8 758.9 754.4 750.4 746.4 742.7 737.0 732.5 728.2 724.2 719.8
SPR 12% 789.1 784.5 781.8 778.1 775.1 771.2 767.2 762.7 758.7 754.8 751.0 745.3 740.8 736.6 732.5 728.1
SPR 13% 797.3 792.7 790.0 786.4 783.3 779.4 775.5 770.9 766.9 763.0 759.2 753.6 749.1 744.8 740.7 736.4
SPR 14% 805.6 801.0 798.3 794.6 791.6 787.7 783.7 779.2 775.2 771.3 767.5 761.8 757.3 753.1 749.0 744.6
SPR 15% 813.8 809.2 806.5 802.9 799.8 795.9 792.0 787.5 783.5 779.5 775.8 770.1 765.6 761.3 757.3 752.9

Legend: IC = Intercity, SPR = Sprinter.
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Table 13: Total buffer time (s) including the minimum buffer time (60 s) per IC-SPR cycle for different running time supplements for
the real-world case study Ah-Nm. Note that the drop in the buffer time is caused by the frequency increase of the IC-SPR cycle (from 4
to 5 trains per hour).

Running time supplements IC 0% IC 1% IC 2% IC 3% IC 4% IC 5% IC 6% IC 7% IC 8% IC 9% IC 10% IC 11% IC 12% IC 13% IC 14% IC 15%

SPR 0% 109.2 113.9 117.5 120.2 123.2 127.2 131.1 135.5 139.7 144.2 148.1 153.0 157.8 161.6 165.7 170.2
SPR 1% 81.7 86.3 89.1 92.7 95.7 99.6 103.6 108.1 112.1 116.0 119.8 125.5 130.0 134.2 138.3 142.7
SPR 2% 73.5 78.1 80.8 84.4 87.5 91.4 95.3 99.9 103.9 107.8 111.6 117.2 121.7 126.0 130.1 134.4
SPR 3% 65.2 69.8 72.5 76.2 79.2 83.1 87.1 91.6 95.6 99.5 103.3 109.0 113.5 117.7 121.8 126.2
SPR 4% 237.0 61.6 64.3 67.9 71.0 74.9 78.8 83.4 87.4 91.3 95.1 100.7 105.2 109.5 113.6 117.9
SPR 5% 228.7 233.3 236.0 239.7 62.7 66.6 70.6 75.1 79.1 83.0 86.8 92.5 97.0 101.2 105.3 109.7
SPR 6% 220.5 225.1 227.8 231.4 234.5 238.4 62.3 66.8 70.8 74.8 78.5 84.2 88.7 93.0 97.1 101.4
SPR 7% 212.2 216.8 219.5 223.2 226.2 230.1 234.1 238.6 62.6 66.5 70.3 76.0 80.5 84.7 88.8 93.2
SPR 8% 204.0 208.5 211.3 214.9 218.0 221.8 225.8 230.3 224.3 238.2 62.0 67.7 72.2 76.5 80.5 84.9
SPR 9% 195.7 200.3 203.0 206.6 209.7 213.6 217.5 222.1 226.1 230.0 233.8 239.4 63.9 68.2 72.3 76.7
SPR 10% 187.4 192.0 194.7 198.4 201.4 205.3 209.3 213.8 217.8 221.7 225.5 231.2 235.7 239.9 64.0 68.4
SPR 11% 179.3 183.9 186.6 190.2 193.3 197.2 201.1 205.6 209.6 213.6 217.3 223.0 227.5 231.8 235.8 60.2
SPR 12% 170.9 175.5 178.2 181.9 184.9 188.8 192.8 197.3 201.3 205.2 209.0 214.7 219.2 223.4 227.5 231.9
SPR 13% 162.7 167.3 170.0 173.6 176.7 180.6 184.5 189.1 193.1 197.0 200.8 206.4 210.9 215.2 219.3 223.6
SPR 14% 154.4 159.0 161.7 165.4 168.4 172.3 176.3 180.8 184.8 188.7 192.5 198.2 202.7 206.9 211.0 215.4
SPR 15% 146.2 150.8 153.5 157.1 160.2 164.1 168.0 172.5 176.5 180.5 184.2 189.9 194.4 198.7 202.7 207.1

Legend: IC = Intercity, SPR = Sprinter.

Table 14: Total traction energy consumption (kWh) per IC-SPR cycle for different running time supplements for the real-world case
study Ah-Nm.

Running time supplements IC 0% IC 1% IC 2% IC 3% IC 4% IC 5% IC 6% IC 7% IC 8% IC 9% IC 10% IC 11% IC 12% IC 13% IC 14% IC 15%

SPR 0% 1007.0 897.7 864.1 837.8 825.0 815.2 806.5 797.2 789.8 783.2 777.8 770.4 763.2 759.3 753.4 747.7
SPR 1% 905.9 796.6 763.0 736.7 723.9 714.1 705.4 696.1 688.6 682.1 676.7 669.3 662.1 658.1 652.3 646.6
SPR 2% 866.6 757.3 723.7 697.4 684.6 674.8 666.1 656.8 649.4 642.8 637.4 630.0 622.8 618.9 613.0 607.3
SPR 3% 838.1 728.8 695.1 668.8 656.0 646.2 637.6 628.3 620.8 614.3 608.9 601.4 594.3 590.3 584.4 578.8
SPR 4% 816.3 706.9 673.3 647.0 634.2 624.4 615.7 604.4 599.0 592.4 587.0 579.6 572.4 568.5 562.6 556.9
SPR 5% 797.3 687.9 654.3 628.0 615.2 605.4 596.7 587.4 580.0 573.4 568.0 560.6 553.4 549.5 543.6 536.9
SPR 6% 781.9 672.6 638.9 612.6 599.8 590.0 581.3 572.1 564.6 558.1 552.6 545.2 538.1 534.1 528.2 522.5
SPR 7% 768.4 659.1 625.5 599.2 586.4 576.6 567.9 558.6 551.2 544.6 539.2 531.8 524.6 520.7 514.8 509.1
SPR 8% 756.8 647.4 613.8 587.5 574.7 564.9 556.2 547.0 539.5 532.9 527.5 520.1 513.0 509.0 503.1 497.4
SPR 9% 747.2 637.9 604.3 578.0 565.2 555.4 546.7 537.4 529.9 523.4 518.0 510.6 503.4 499.4 493.6 487.9
SPR 10% 737.7 628.4 594.7 568.4 555.6 545.8 537.1 527.9 520.4 513.9 508.4 501.0 493.9 489.9 484.0 478.4
SPR 11% 729.6 620.3 586.7 560.4 547.5 537.8 529.1 519.8 512.3 505.8 500.4 493.0 485.8 481.8 476.0 470.3
SPR 12% 720.5 611.2 577.5 551.2 538.4 528.6 520.0 510.7 503.2 496.7 491.3 483.8 476.7 472.7 466.9 461.2
SPR 13% 712.8 603.4 569.8 543.5 530.7 520.9 512.2 502.9 495.5 488.9 483.5 483.5 470.4 466.5 460.6 460.6
SPR 14% 705.4 596.1 562.4 536.1 523.3 513.5 504.9 495.6 488.1 481.6 476.2 468.7 461.6 457.6 451.8 446.1
SPR 15% 698.6 589.3 555.6 529.3 516.5 506.7 498.1 488.8 481.3 474.8 469.3 461.9 454.8 450.8 444.9 439.3

Legend: IC = Intercity, SPR = Sprinter.
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